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ABSTRACT 

This study analyses the views of various institutions on the future social, economic and strategic notions from a 

technical perspective. In this study, the wide scope of institutional social and economic evaluations has been 

summarized through strategic thinking concept, and the writer‟s technical comments have been added in between 

reviews. Evaluations and proposals regarding the areas of education, industry and energy underscore certain 

courses of action for regional development.   

 

1.INTRODUCTION 

 

Since the beginning of industrial revolution, willing of possessing energy has always been a 

primary concept which shapes the national and international policies of the governments. 

World population growth and rapid technological developments  increase the energy demand 

which also means an increase in the demand of obtaining  the energy resources, especially the 

fossil fuels. However fossil fuels have an unbalanced distribution through the regions. 

Because of this imbalance, global stability has been decreasing.  As a result international 

tensions, socio-economical crisis occur around the world (Dincer, Midilli, 2006). 

 

From the point of view, it can be seen that Middle East may be the one of the most unstable 

regions that have conflicts due to the reasons that are mentioned. The conflicts can be seen as 

localized civil wars, as in the Sudan, to country-specific wars, as in Iraq and Afghanistan, to 

chronic, region-wide antagonisms, as with the Palestine-Israeli conflict. These conflicts not 

only effects the countries of they occur but also effects the countries which have relationships 



with these countries such as Turkey. As a neighbour of the Middle East Countries and a 

intersection point of the Middle East and Europe, Turkey becomes one of the key players in 

this region by trying to manage the crisis in Middle East with the strategy of zero problems 

with its neighbour. But by the United States withdrawing from Middle East, Turkey has been 

forced to new win-win strategies for Middle East along to maintain being a power in Middle 

East.  

 

However it should be emphasized that the new strategies on Middle East should be result of a 

strategic thinking process which takes the region as a new establishing organization. It should 

also be in mind that actions on Middle East have to take account the benefits of the people of 

this region. Thus maybe one of the effective strategies of Turkey on Middle East that can be 

resulted with the common advantage is establishing colloborations in socio-economical 

issues. 

 

Based on perceptions discussed, the aim of this study is to present a strategic thinking 

framework for establishing effective colloboration in Middle East.  After the introduction 

part, strategic thinking process is introduced. In the third chapter, the Turkey‟s capabilities are 

lodged through the steps of strategic thinking process.  Last, conclusion is given. 

 

2. STRATEGIC THINKING 

 

Life is an ecology of systems which goes from simplicity to complexity. Every living system 

is a subsystem of a bigger system. In this hyerarchical structure, cells constitutes tissues, 

tissues constitute humans, humans constitutes groups, groups constitutes organizations and 

organizations constitutes communities such as publics. To be able to survive as a living 

system requires to be in consistency with the environment, to be able to compete and to have 

flexibility in complexity. Harmonizing to a competitive environment and having capabilities 

to change the environment give the decision of who will be survived or who will command 

the game. All in all, obtaining existence in the long term is a function of adaptation to 

environment and it requires to be adapted to future from this very moment (McMaster, 1996).  

But it is also requires winning which needs “making war”. And probably for this reason, the 

term of the strategy which is used for creating the intended future, is based on the term of 

strategia which means army in Greek (Nichols, 2003). 

 



The concept of strategy has been borrowed from the military and adapted for use in business. 

Strategy is defined as “the art of distributing and applying military means to fulfill the ends of 

the policy” (Hart,1967).  The business world takes this definition by deleting the term of 

military. By the context, Steiner depict the term of strategy as the necessary actions to realize 

the basic directional decisions for purposes and missions. He emphasized that strategy should 

answer the questions of what an organization should be doing and what the ends we seek are 

and how we can achieve these ends. After Steiner, Henry Mintzberg (1994) introduced a 

topology of strategy that evaluated the concept as a planning process. He argued that strategy 

is a plan that includes pattern of actions for getting from the current situation to the visionary 

future.   

When thinking is pronounced with the concept of strategy, it connote evaluating an issue with 

all aspects, focusing  and giving the attention to that subject, being able to ask questions, 

being able to forecasting, making plans and decisions for creating competitive advantage. 

Strategic thinking (ST) that refers to the integration of various mental processing activities is 

a complex phenomenon. It can‟t be explained as only a strategic planning or strategic 

analyzing (Mintzberg,1994; Liedtka, 1998).  Although the strategic thinking concept‟s 

comprehensive structure is accepted in the literature, a consensus couldn‟t be introduced for 

this phenomenon. 

 

Wilson (1994), Mintzberg (1994), Heracleus (1998), Liedtka(1998)  have defined the strategic 

thinking concept from different perspectives.  Wilson and Mintzberg focused on if strategic 

thinking was different form strategic planning. While Wilson presented ST as a new and 

updated version of strategic planning, Mintzberg emphasized that ST was a synthesizing 

process that introduced a comprehensive perspective. Heracleus, Liedtka, Stewart and Bonn 

argued the concept of ST in organizational behavioral aspects. Expressly, Liedtka (1998) 

proposed a model based on five conceptions, shown in Figure 1,  that considered ST as a 

special approach (Veziroglu et al., 2008) which is used in this study.  

 



 

 

 

Figure 1: Five steps of strategic thinking. (Liedtka, 1998) 

 

 

3.STRATEGIC THINKING ON THE COLLOBORATIONS IN THE REGION 

3.1 Systems Perspective 

 

Strategic thinking is based on systems perspective. A strategic thinker should have mental 

models  and should understand the all system. The aim of the systems perspective is to 

understand the organization from the interior and exterior concepts. As  Middle East is taken 

as a reshaped organization, we can also think Middle East as a living system and try to 

understand its conditions.  

 

Living systems theory claims that the survival potential or health response of any living 

system is given by its capacity to generate Energy, Intelligence and Organization, presented in 

Figure 2. These three parameters—E, I, O—constitute the common denominator of life, and 

can be represented by a triangle. Enhancing the triangle‟s components maximizes health.  By 

the context, Middle East can be defined as an unhealthy system as there is an imbalance on 

the parameters of Middle East‟s organization, intelligence and energy. From the point of a 

country, organization can refer to the harmonization of the industrial relationships, stability in 

economy,..etc., the intelligence can refer to technology, flow of information, adaptation to the 



environment, the culture of the public, the memory of the public  and energy can refer to the 

employment, production,..etc.  So the primary action of Turkey should be taking role in the 

activities of Middle East‟s policies while Middle East is looking for stability by trying to 

maximize these three parameters. When the capabilities of Turkeyare considered, four  areas 

that Turkey can be placed, loom large. These areas are education, industry, service and 

sectoral colloborations. 

 

 

Figure 2. Living systems theory for a healthy system. 

 

3.2  Intent Focusing 

 

Strategy involves visions, missions and strategic intents. Strategic thinking is an intent driven 

process. It should design involving a sense of direction, sense of discovery and sense of 

destiny that are the basic concepts of intent-focus structure of strategic thinking. Sense of 

direction needs to present the particular point of the view of long term competitive position. 

Sense of discovery makes the public to think exploring the new territories. Sense of destiny 

develops inherently awareness for the future. Intent focused approach allows individuals to 

focus attention, to resist distractions and to concentrate for as long as it takes to achieve a 

goal.  From the point of strategic intents, Turkey has at least two ways to be able to use its 

capabilities in the areas of the system perspective. 

 

First of all Turkey can give consultancy and technical support to the new companies, 

organizations or entities in Middle East through Turkish Republic Prime Ministry State 



Planning Organization (DPT), The Union of Chamber and Commodity Exchanges of Turkey 

(TOBB) and Turkish Industry and Business Association (TUSİAD).  

According to DPT (2001, 2003, 2006, 2007), the sustainability in economic growth and social 

development can be continue by obtaining competitive advantage, increasing employment, 

steaming the collaborations in socio-economic structure and quality increase in public entities. 

While DPT is related mostly the public and social structure, TOBB and TUSIAD is much 

more interest in the industrial sectors and economic growth. For example TOBB‟s vision for 

the year of 2015 is to be in the first ten countries in the sectors of automobile, white goods, 

machine manufacturing and R&D. Furthermore TUSIAD also states that the purpose of 

strategies between 2003-2023 is to be able to be placed in the first 25 countries of the World 

Bank Competitive Force Index and United Nations Human Development Report in 2023. 

Based on these views, three organizations can behave like incubators for the Middle East‟s 

industry structure through their strategic visions.  The required technical production in Middle 

East region , supply of materials and quality control services can be provided through the 

collaborations between the TOBB and Middle East‟s companies (Alnıak, 2008). In the service 

sector, governmental institutions of Turkish Republic can supply the required trainings while 

Middle East is reshaping its institutions. 

Secondly, Turkish Republic has 140 universities which give education in Turkish and 

English. The regional demand of education and training on medication, business 

administration, public administration and engineering can be met by Turkey‟s academic 

institutions. The Scientific and Research Council of Turkey (TUBITAK) (2008) can support 

the academicians and scientists in Middle East as visiting professors in Turkey. Techno-

economy institutions can be established in which the economical subjects are taken with the 

scientific methodologies and researches (Soyak, 2007). Techno-economy institutions can also 

provide effectiveness in macroeconomic environment. 

 

3.3 Intelligent Opportunism 

 

Although organizations should act with certain strategies, they should also consider the new 

emerging opportunities in their actions (Burgelman,1991; Liedtka,1998). Accordingly it is 

obviously seen that intelligent opportunism constitutes the main and key element of the 

strategic thinking process for transforming the strategies into operations. In this context, 



Turkey should find key or emerging technologies or service areas that can be resulted with 

effective collaborations in Middle East.  Alternative energy resources, nanotechnology can be 

emerging technologies for the future collaborations. Furthermore, the ports of Middle East 

may also need technical services and some developments can be seen in maritime sector in the 

future. The education for the seafarers of Middle East can also be an opportunity for Turkey. 

Furthermore emerging collaborations can be obtained also in the area of hospital services and 

management. 

 

3.4 Thinking in History 

 

Strategic thinking does not only embody the future but also acts as a linkage between past, 

present and future. Thinking by taking account the time has three statements. First of all, to be 

aware of that past is a resource of the future. Secondly to be aware that potential problems of 

the future are resulted because of the past. Thirdly to be aware that past, present and future are 

interdependencies and interrelations between each other (Neustadt, 1986). The three 

statements that are introduced above can be used to shape the organizational memory which 

can accelerate the innovation in an organization. Organizational memory of the public can 

involve the annals of the previous studies or events. Accordingly Turkish History and Middle 

East History should be benchmarked for obtained effective strategies (Alnıak, 2008). 

 

When the history of Middle East is evaluated, it is obvious that the attractiveness of the region 

comes from the history and the oil. If the residents of the region knew the oil in the beginning 

of 1900‟s, the agenda could be different. However, the technologies of the early 1900‟s did 

not need oil. Consequently oil did not bring Middle East the richness. After 1950, although 

technology growth resulted with oil demand, the ownership of the oil regions did not give the 

richness to Middle East again because of the regional conflicts. The system of Middle East 

government changed in 1950.  The disorder in the region has continued for 60 years till to 

now. Thirty years of Middle East host important wars which have been resulted with 

thousands of civilians including children. Although the official numbers for the loss are 

published, generally it is known that the real numbers cannot be certainly known. Nowadays, 

Middle East where has got out from the 2.th Gulf War, try to reshaping its structure. By the 

context, Turkey had also a similar destiny of Middle East. Turkish Republic was founded in 

1923 from the Anatolian remnants of the defeated Ottoman Empire after experienced big 

wars, First World War and Independence War. Turkey made important leaps to achieve the 



modern civilizations after the Independence war. The primarily leaps were based on the laws. 

The importance is given first to the laws related with social and technical requirements such 

as Turkish Civil Law, National Education Law, National Defense Law, and Publics Work 

Law.  These laws could be come into force by Grand National Assembly of Turkey. The 

operation principal of the Turkish Republic is based on the independence of judgment, 

implementation, and legislation from each other. This is called separation of forces. The 

effectiveness of a democracy is dependent to the laws, the way of the implementation of laws 

and the public who accepts to live under the insurance of law. 

 

3.5 Hypothesis Driven Abilities 

 

Hypothesis forms the strategic thinking process.  Generating hypothesis refers to asking the 

question “what if” which helps to introduce the creative capabilities. When generating and 

testing the hypothesis are taken as a continuous process, it provides to be able generating new 

ideas and scenarios, developing new approaches. By the context, creativity is emerged by 

producing various solutions and differentiating strategies. Integrating with the thinking in 

time, hypothesis driven ability is also a key concept for getting feedback. Hypothesis driven 

abilities can enhance with the think-tank institutions which can be a linkage between Middle 

East‟s strategies and Turkey‟s strategies. “What if” question can be asked to the sectors 

machine manufacturing industries, energy distribution and storage companies, construction 

industries, petroleum industries, automotive industries, information technologies industries. 

 

4. CONLUSION 

 

Although the political stability is an important factor in techno-politic issues, the aim of this 

study is not an political analysis of the relationship of Turkey neither states of region nor 

Middle East. In this study it is aimed to present a strategic framework that includes the 

technical and socio-economic strategies for the collaborations between Middle East and 

Turkey in the near future. Main purpose of this congress is to figure out real solutions for 

regional dispute enigmas which are lasting nearly one century. In addition to this, it should be 

emphasized that the protection of the systems of the governments is mandatory by laws. The 

institutions in governments should be respectful to the sensitivities of each other for a political 

stability. The same thing is also valid for Iraq and for other states in the region. Human being 

and citizenship rights should be most important values than hypothetical restructuring state 



models. Sustainable richness‟ demands of spherical and imperial powers are bringing 

unsolvable conditions to the region instead of richness and just and lasting peace… 
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